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ABsrRAcr

Minnesotaite may be described by a C-centred
triclinic subcell of djmensions a" 5.623(2), bo
g.4tg(2\, c. 9.624(3) A, a 85.21(3)', p 95.64(3)0
and z 90.00(2)". Superlattice reflections extend the
cell to a=18ao, b-6bo and c=12-c- although all

crystals examined to date have been twinned, and
the c periodicity should be considered tentative. The
powder pattern has been indexed on the basis
of the subcell and only one line is due to supercell
reflections. The superlattice and the triclinic geo-

metry indicate that minnesotaite is not tle ferrous
analogue of talc, but has a more complex structure
involving regular modulations of both the octahe-
dral and tetrahpdral sheets of a 2:l layer at periods

of 57 to 115 A along the three axes. These struc-
tural modulations are in response to the misfit of

the lateral dimensions of the Fe-rich octahedral
sheet with those of the Si-rich tetrahedral sheets'

Keywords; minnesotaite' talc, superlattice, X-ray
diffraction.

Sotrluenr

La minnesotaite peut 6tre d6crite par une maille

triclinique i face C centr6e: a, 5.623(2), b"9'419(2),
c" s.6i4(3') A, c 85.21(3)", p 95.64(3)o, ?-90.00
ri1'. fa mailie du surr6seau a=l8ao, b=6bo c--

Dco, permet de noter la seule r6flexion du clich6

Ae pouOre b laquelle la maille sous-multiple aob"c.

o" dooo" pa. d'indices entiers. Tous les cristaux

6tudi6s sont macl6s, et la p'6riode suivant c resle

incertaine. Le surr6seau et la g€om6trie triclinique
montrent que la minnesotaite n'est pas ,l'analogue
ferreux du talc: sa structure, plus complexe' com-
porte la modulation des feuillets octa6drique et

i6tra6drique de la couche 2tl, le long deg trois

axes, i des pEriodes allant de 57 et ll5 A' Ces

modulations proviennent de I'appariement impar-

i;ft d;; dimensions lat€rales des feuillets: I'oc1a6'

drique riche en Fe, d'une part, le t6tra6drique riche

en Si, d'autre Part.
Cfraduit par la R6daction)

Mots-cl6s: minnesotaite, talc' surr6seau, diffraction

x.

INrnouucrroN

Minnesotaite is a common constituent of iron

formations that have been subjected to low'

grade regional metamorPhism'.It usually occurs

intermixed in fine particles with quartz' stder-

ite, iron oxides, graphite, stilpnomelane. and

oitr"t itott silicates. This particle-size and inter-

mixture problem has hindered previous 111":l-
eations. in his original definition, Gruner (1944)

iueeested that minnesotaite is the ferrous

"niiogu" 
of talc. The X-ray powder p*TT*

oi -iott"totuite and talc are only superficially

similar, however, and we have been unable to

i"J"i irt" minneiotaite pattern on the basis of

either the lTc ot 2M talc cells'
Blake (1965) was able to concentrate nearly

ou."-*ion".otaite from a fracture filling within

ltte t"ui" iron-formation in the C\yuna district

of Minnesota. He reporied data for the density'

opticat properties, differentiat thermal analysis'

"tr"-rcui 
analysis and X-ray powder pattern of

this material. After the publication of these data'

he located "single" crystals measuring up, to

several millimetres in diameter. X-ray studies

of these crystals are reported here'.--OctarcAid 
sheets rich in ferrous iron provide

an especially poor fit with the lateral dimen-

sions of a silicon-rich tetrahedral sheet' As a

r"."ft of this misfit, it would appear unlikely

ihut -ioo".otaite would be structurally identical

to talc even though the d(O01) value of ap-

proximately 9.6 A does suggest a- 2:1 layer'

Flor; t iapike (1975) recognized this diffi-

culty and suggested a series between mrnneso-

taite and greenalite, the 1:l-laye1 iron^-ser-
oentine. thit involves an out-of-plane tilting

L, 
"*iing 

of the tetrahedral and octahedral
sheets. Gieenalite has since been shown to

have a platy modification of the serpentine
,t*"t t"'that does not involve such out-of-
plane tilting (Guggenheim et aI' 1982)' In ad-

iition, it would 
-be 

expected that significant
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Ftc. l. The iOl X-ray precession net of rninnesotaite (Mo radiation, Zr
filter,40 kV, 18 mA,46 hours). A few reflections are indexed accord-
ing to the subcell.

tilting as suggested by Floran & papike should
be minimal in minnesotaite because the octa-
hedral sheet would be held under tension be-
tween the two opposing tetrahedral sheets.
Some method of structural compensation other
than curling can be anticipated as a result of
the misfit in minnesotaite.

Rrsur,rs eno Dlsc,usstoN

X-ray precession photographs of minneso-
taite crystals from the Cuyuna district in Min-
nesota show three types of reflections (Figs.
l-3). Weak reflections located predominantly
in areas of low sin d/)t are superlattice reflec-
tions indicating long periodicities. Superlattice
reflections of index k = 3n are sharp (Figs. 1,
3) and those of index /< / 3n are diffuse and
elongate parallel to ZE (Fig. 2). The strong
subcell reflections may be divided into two
groups based on intensity and degree of mosaic
spread. The stronger subcell reflections (St
type) in Figures I and 2 indicate a periodicity

along the Z axis of approximately 9.6 A. 'lihe

second set (S2 type) of subcell reflections is
located approximately on the same reciprocal
lattice lines as the first set about midway be-
tween Sl reflections along Z* (Fig. 2). Precise
measurements show that these 52 reflections are
not exactly halfway between the Sl reflections,
and thus are twin reflections. Also, optical
examination of the crystals reveals several in-
dividuals. Because of ihe fragile nature of the
crystals and the sizrs of the twin components,
however, it has not been feasible to attempt
to cut an untwinned portion. The 52 reflec-
tions have less mosaic spread than the 51 sub-
cell reflections. which indicates that the latter
are a composite of contributions from several
individuals or twin components. In addition,
the 52 reflections are weaker as a class than
the 51 type, indicating that the twin components
are not of equal volume.

Figure 3 shows the hkA net of minnesotaite.
This X-ray precession pattern is similar to
electron-diffraction patterns obtained in our
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Frc. 2. The pseudohexagonal equivalent of iOl net (Mo radiation, lr frltet,
40-kV, l8 mA,46 hours). The 32 subcell reflections are attributed to
twinning. Note that the superlattice reflections are diffuse and elongate
parallel to Z*. Two reflections are indexed according to the subcell.

study and to one published by Champness et al.
(1976), although the superlattice reflections are
intensified in the electron-diffractron patterns.
Comparison of these ftlr0 diffrastion patterns
with that of talc shows similar spacings of the
subsell reflections in the two minerals, but an
dbsence of the superlattice reflections in talc.
In talc and other layer silicates, the ft*O net
shows nearly hexagonal geometry. This is not
the case in minnesotaite because the lattice
ggometry is triclinic and the pseudohexagonal
lateral axes at€ not coplanar in reciprocal space.
Hence, in the crystals we have examined by
either X-ray or electron-diffraction techniques,
slight angular errors from the true h/rO orienta'
tion produces significant variations in intensity
of certain reflections,. such as 060.

The observed superlattice and the measured
triclinic interaxial angles show clearly that the
strucfure of minnesotaite is much more som-
plex than that of a normal layer-silicate, pre-
sumably in response to the anticipated tetra-

hedral-octahedral lateral misfit. The deviations
from the normal phyllosilicate structure may
account for the differences from the ideal fer-
rous talc composition that were observed by
Floran & Papike (1975). Dark-field electron-
optical photographs involving reflections .from
the hk} net of minnesotaite from several local-
ities are featureless; there are no bands sug-
gestive of a wave-like structure.

The superlattice slmmetry shown in Figures
1 and 3 indicates that the superlattice axes may
be chosen parallel to the conventional axes of a
layer silicate. Refined values of the subcell
dimensions are a4 5.623(2), b" 9.419(2), c"
9.624(3) A, q 85.21(3)" B 95.64(3)" v
9o.oo(2) ".

In evaluating the superlattice dimensions' it
has been necessary to soft out the twin super-
lattice reflections. The superlattice repeats along
X and Y are well defined owing to the presence
of strong row-lines that do not appear to be
affected by the twinning. For example, periodi-
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cities of a = 9ao and c = 3co are evident in
Figure 1 and of a : 9ao and D - 16" on
Figure 3. The lateral repeats must be increased
t o a =  1 8 a o =  l 0 l . 2 l A a n d D =  6 b , = 5 6 . 5 1
A as a result of superlattice row-lines on pre-
cession photographs (not illustrated) involving
the subcell zones [10]'! and [1 l0l':'. The repeat
along Z, however, depends on individual re-
flections, some of which are diffuse and elon-
gate, on these row lines. In our best judgment,
the latter superlattice-repeat is c. = l2c, =
115.5 A, but tlis value should be considered
tentative because of both the nature of the re-
flections and the possibility of inadvertently in-
cluding some twin reflections.

In order to index the powder pattern of min-
nesotaite accurately, a crystal was placed on a
FACS-I single crystal diffractometer (MoKa

Sri

radiation) for acquisition of preliminary in-
tensity-data. Subcell reflections were collected
out to 20 = 4So in the omega scan mode with
large scan-widths of 4,25o. ln order to avoid
unnecessary scan overlap of the closely spaced
superlattice-reflections of the k = 3n type,
these were collected by keeping both counter
and crystal stationary during the 4Gsecond
counting interval. No effort was made to meas-
ure the superlattice reflections of the k I 3n
type. Powder data were collected using a
Gandolfi camera with a calibration ring (Don-
nay & Knoepfel l98O) to determine film shrink-
age. The crystal used was reoriented nine times
and exposed to graphite-monochromatized FeKa
radiation for 23 hours per orientation. Two
photographs were made, and measured values
were averaged. The relative intensities compare

i-l!;

Frc. 3. An X-ray precession photograph of the ,&0 net. Extra reflections
occur in this photograph because of higher-level reflections passing
through the layerJine screen owing to the long periodicity along Z and
because of small unavoidable orientation enors. Indications of the effects
of such_errors, for elamplerare the appearance of superlattice reflections
44,0,4, 44,0,4, 88,0,4 and 88,0,4 and subcell reflectiono 60T as well as
inconsistent relative intensities of the i00 reflections of this net as com-
pared to Figure l. A few reflections are indexed in the photograph ac-
cording to the subcell (Mo radiation, Zr filter,40 kV, 18 mA, 96 hours).
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001
002

003
200
201
130
l 3 l
r3r
2o2
132
132
202
132
203

243

T34
204

134
zos
330

TABLE 'I. 
X.MY POIDER DIFFMCTIOI{ DATA FOR |TilIIESOIAITE

*l ldcalclAl 2'oor1u, 3l/to H dcalc(A) dobs(a) I/10

absence.of any 52 reflections on the powder
pattern is further evidence for their twin origin,

The subcell is C-centred and has triclinic glo-
metry. The supercell also is C-centered accord-
ing to the data we have observed to date. The
nets shown in Figures I and 3 exhibit a higher
ap-parent symmetry than triclinic for the super-
cell. These superlattice reflections are all of in_
dex fr = 3n, and must owe their origin to a reg_
ular modulation of the octahedral sheet where all
atoms repeat at intervals of b"/3. The tetrahedral
atoms make only a minor contribution to these
reflections. The octahedral modulation must in-
fluence the geometry of the attached tetrahedral
sheet, however, and the modulation of the tetra-
hedral sheet shows up in the k I 3n supr-
lattice reflections. In other Fe-rich layer iili_
cates, such as stilpnomelane, greenalite and
zussmanite, the tetrahedral sheet is modified bv
the introduction of 3- or 4-member rings into
the sheet or by inversion and relinkags oi some
tetrahedra (or by both mechanisnis). These
mechanisms enlarge the lateral dimensions of
the tetrahedral sheet and permit articulation
with the larger octahedral iheet. The diffuse
and elongate nature of all & I 3z reflections
in minnesotaite indicates som'e irregularity in
the stacking of adjacent layers along Z and rn
the domain size or degree of perfection of the
tetrahedral modulation. Because of the large
sizr of the supercell (volume 65,50g A'), t i_
clinic symmetry and the lack of untwinned
crystals to date, the elucidation of the nature of
the modulations will be extremely difficult.
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well with those measured with the single crystal
diffractometer, suggesting that twinnin'g did not
greatly affect the diffractometer measuremen$
of subcell intensity and that the Debye_Scherrer
daia reported by Blake (1965) may involve the
effects of preferred orientation. It appars likely
that such preferred orientation miv be un-
avoidable when the sample is prepared from
ground material. The d value of 3.33 A reported
by Blake is due to the presence of graphite as
an impurity.

.The indexed powder-pattern (Table l ) con_
tains mainly subcell reflections, and has been
indexed on the basis of the subcell. The wei]shrs
assigned to reflections in the least-squ"r", &ll_
parameter refinement are based on Cn estimate
of the quality of the d-value measurement as
primarily determined by line intensitv and
sharpness. Only the line at 4,62 A is iue to
superlattice reflections. Knowledge of the single-
crystal-diffractometer intensities, indices un{ Z0
values was essential in the indexing. In view of
the large standard errors of the supercell dimen_
sion, the indices of the 4.62 A tine are tentative.
Reflections 4,I2,O and,4,l2,O are visible in Fig_
ure 3, and the other listed indices were recordid
by the single crystal diffractometer. Because
twinning does not affect a powder pattern, the
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